Tales of turnstile
trickery, lucky chips
and raining rust
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“I sat in the West Stand with
my grandfather …”
Like many of the fans we spoke to,

David Burnby’s dad only went to Boothferry

Brian Callan’s passion for Hull City began

Park once – ‘for that infamous Man United

as a child:

game’ – complaining bitterly that it was

“It was 1948, an exciting season with Raich

Welcome to Untold HCAFC
Hull City Football Club has a long history since its birth in 1904. The club has been an integral
part of the lives of many of Hull’s citizens over the years and everyone’s experience of
attending a game is different. What better way to explore and capture that experience than
through the words of the fans themselves?
So we took to local press, radio and social media to ask for people’s stories, plus, one busy
Saturday, we brazenly approached shoppers in Hull city centre. We said we wanted to hear
people’s memories – and they didn’t disappoint.
Untold HCAFC is not about match reports, but about the anecdotes, the atmosphere, the
whole experience of what it means to be a City supporter. It’s about the laughs, the regrets,
the downright daft. From the Boothferry Park days, when Health & Safety was unheard of, to

Carter leading a great City team, and we’d
drawn Man United at home in the sixth

so crowded someone’s cigarette burned
through his mac. But David recalls his own
first trip well, when he went as a small boy:

round of the FA Cup. With my parents we

“I sat in the West Stand with my

headed to Boothferry Park at 4.00am to

Grandfather, with a crowd in the region

queue for tickets. Even at that time of the

of 30,000. My greatest concern was that I

morning, there were thousands of people

might cheer at the wrong moment. From

there! We got tickets.

around nine years old, I regularly attended

“On the day itself all the kids were seated in
three rows on the running track on rough
sawn wooden battens. The back row was
raised on two bricks, the second row on one
brick and the front row flat on the ground.
I was on the front row and not only did we
get spells in our bums but our legs were just

the stunning transition to the KC stadium.

about on the touch line!

These are tales of turnstiles, trains, buses, pies, pints, stolen tigers, benches on bricks, the

“At half time I needed the toilet and I had

occasional penalty … and a sprinkling of rust.

to force my way through the packed crowd

We hope you enjoy them!

push my way back to my place, so I was

Glynis Charlton, Phil Ascough & Clare Huby

picked up and passed hand to hand over

almost every Saturday home game with
my school friend Timothy Parkinson as we
freely wandered from stand to stand by
the touchline in the pre-segregation days.
Timothy and I were there for the Chelsea
FA Cup replay in 1966 when the ground
was so packed, benches were provided on
the touchline for us kids to sit on. I vividly
remember the City faithful chant ‘Osgood’s
No Good!’ We lost 1-3.”

to the back of the North Stand. I couldn’t

the heads of the crowd back to the touch
All interviews were conducted in good faith with people who gave the best of their recollections.
Any errors are down to the ravages of time …

line. What a day. I’m still convinced the ball
went dead before Delaney crossed for the
only goal of the game.”
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Image: West Stand, Boothferry Park
Picture courtesy of David Burnby (taken long after his memories above)
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“ …we used to run all the way to the
ground to save sixpence …”

“I took a little box to stand on so
I could see over people’s heads …”

Michael Watson will never forget a unique

shop near the bus stop and it had been

would be dark. There was a Football Special

City lost 3-1. It was the Quarter Final of the

– and slightly bizarre – sight:

bombed. But there was still a sign on the

bus that ran from North Hull to Boothferry

FA Cup and it was wonderful!”

wall, two storeys high, that said ‘Anything

Park and came back again; that’s all it was

from an elephant to a mouse.’ As soon as

for, just the football, it was the number 55.”

“Don Robinson rode his horse round the
perimeter of the pitch once, before the
game started. He was wearing a Stetson
and throwing sweets to the kids.”

we saw that sign we were up and running
down the steps to get off the bus.
“From there we climbed over piles of rubble,
because there were a lot more old bomb

Jim Dick recalls the more familiar

sites between there and Paragon Station,

experience of sitting at Boothferry Park in

plus along Anlaby Road, including the old

the West Stand:

Cecil Cinema. The buildings were fairly well

“Whenever the ball was heading for the
top of the stand, you could always tell the
regular fans, because they covered their

flattened by then, but were still much taller

Years later, Ian took the bus again, this time
from much further afield when he was

“This guy had a hip flask with whisky or rum

working at Butlins:

or something in it. He held it up in the air

“I remember when we were playing Chelsea
in this replay. There was only me went. I
had to get the bus from Filey all the way

when everyone cheered, but then he couldn’t
get it back down again, because it was that
packed, he couldn’t get his arm back!”

into Hull … and then we lost by two goals.”
Like Rob Megginson, Liz Thompson’s

than we were – about eight or 10 feet high.
But that was part of the day.

Michael Watson remembers just how
tightly packed that game was:

Rob Megginson’s two teenage

grandmother also had problems seeing
what was happening on the pitch:

heads with a programme or their hands.

“Once we got to Anlaby Road we used

granddaughters have been going to games

The newcomers would wonder what was

to run all the way to the ground to save

with him since they were little. Rob recalled

“My grandma was less than five foot tall

going on, but found out soon enough –

sixpence. There were no health and safety

the time he went to his own first match,

and when they used to go to Boothferry

they would be sitting there scratching

people to stop us climbing on the rubble

aged ten:

Park, she could never see the match. So

their heads to remove the bits of rust that

but we never had any accidents anyway.

showered on them. You could see it falling

It took us about 20 minutes to run to the

down from the roof.”

ground but we had fresh legs after sitting
on the bus for a good hour.”

Getting to Boothferry Park was an event in
itself. Brian Sutton started going in 1949

Ian Hunter also travelled to the match

and recalls catching the bus from Driffield

by bus:

into Hull city centre as a 13 year old:

“When I was about 13 or 14, I used to go on

“There’d be about four of us. The bus used

my own, and if there was a big crowd they

to stop at Albion Street. There was a pet

would lift you over the hoardings so you
could sit on the side of the pitch. Then I
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used to go home at 5 o’clock at night and it

“I went with my two brothers and had a
seat in the North stand at Boothferry Park.
I think it was 1966 when we played the
replay against Chelsea and it was packed.
“My brother had an MG 1100 car and we
were coming from Hutton Cranswick. It
had a puncture at Leconfield. My brother
was into Formula One and we changed the
wheel in a minute and a half, like a pit stop!
“I took a little box to stand on so I could see
over people’s heads. Because I was so short,
I managed to get it under the turnstiles.

my grandad made a little wooden stool for
her to stand on. It was so small that they
could carry it and they took it every time
they went to Boothferry Park. I don’t think
anybody complained, because she was that
small that when she stood on the stool she
was just the same height as everybody else.
“We’ve still got that stool at home, so we
can sit on it. My grandparents died in the
‘80s and my grandma was 80 then, so it’s
really old.”
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“In 1964 the reputedly best floodlights
in Europe were being erected …”

“The gasps from the crowd when that

At Robert’s school, Trinity House, things

lighting system was switched over to full

were a bit more lenient:

power immediately prior to the kickoff against Barnsley is something that
everyone present will never forget … and

Also like Rob, fans had fond memories of

In a stern voice Cummings barked, ‘Smith,

Boothferry Park’s turnstiles – and cunning

you’ll be selling programmes outside of the

ways of getting through them! Chris Smith

Boothferry Park before you’ve passed your

recalls his schooldays:

English ‘O’ level, boy!’

“Riley Technical High School (since

“What old Cummings didn’t know, but the

demolished) was at the bottom of Parkfield

rest of his classmates did, was that Smith’s

Drive, off Anlaby Road. Our second floor

father had been on the turnstile staff at

classrooms faced south, offering an

Hull City since the ground had opened

excellent view across to the River Humber

in 1946 and that Smith himself had been

and beyond, but standing out above the

recruited to operate a turnstile throughout

homes and factories of West Hull was

the previous season. It became common

Boothferry Park.

knowledge within the Lower Fourth exactly

“In 1964 the reputedly best floodlights in
Europe were being erected on six huge
pylons located at all four corners of the
ground and one either side of its halfway

which turnstile Smith would be operating.
Let’s just say the lads were not shy of
cheering on the Tigers!
“The class, which was studying in virtual

pylon would eventually illuminate the

silence, fell into a sense of anticipation.

playing surface as though it was daylight.

Sure enough, Smith could not resist:

a young City-mad Smith found himself
in an English language lesson in one such
classroom. The lesson was being conducted
by Commander Cummings, who always
presented wearing a traditional graduation
gown. Cummings glanced up from the

‘Sir, I already work on the turnstiles.’ The
classroom was immediately enveloped in
fits of laughter. The Commander, flushing
up red in the face, barked at him: ‘See me
after school!’ The resultant detention was
worth it for the credence it gave the 15
year-old Smith.”

front desk to find Smith transfixed on the

After weeks of watching those pylons go

latest section of one of the pylons being

up, Chris finally saw the huge floodlights

craned into place.

come to life. It was 7 October 1964:
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Division in the 1965-66 season. We asked
the Head if we could finish at lunchtime
to go to away games. He said we could if
we did copious amounts of homework the

Ken Mercer, who was with City as an
amateur player for three years, remembers
the turnstiles for a different reason:

weekend before. His name was Charlie
Eddom and he was a big City fan. So there
we were, able to go to midweek away
games at places like Carlisle.”

“It cost sixpence to get in. We were so small
that the man would press the pedal on the
turnstile and let us both in at the same

Ian Hunter recalls the incentives at his old

time. They did that for a lot of young lads

school on Hall Road:

so we always knew the attendance figures
were wrong. The man on the turnstile did
well out of it – it was a tanner for the club
and then a tanner for him.”

“I went to Welton High School and if you
were good, you could win one of these free
passes to the match, worth sixpence. So I
always tried to be good. I didn’t always get
one though.”

seeking him out for a cheap afternoon

line. Fifty four huge lamps on top of each

“It was during the summer semester that

the match ended 7-0 to City.”

“I remember promotion to the Second

For many young fans their ‘tanners’
were hard earned, as Robert Glenton
remembers:
“I started going more often in the early
1960s with friends, but not to all the games,
because we couldn’t afford it. I have no
idea how much it cost to get in, but a bag
of chips was threepence. We used to go
round knocking on doors and collecting
newspapers. When we took them to the
chip shop they would give us a bag of chips
for them.”

Then there were lessons of a different kind,
as Alison Leslie remembered only too well:
“It was 1971 and City were playing well
and going for promotion. I was 14 and it
was my first season and the start of
a lifelong obsession.
“We’d played Blackburn Rovers in cold and
foggy conditions and unfortunately the
match was abandoned with City in the lead.

“if you were good, you could win
one of these free passes …”
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“I said we’d scored and should
probably go back …”

The replay was the following Tuesday, but I’d

It seems the turnstile cunning was at play

been naughty at school and was grounded

beyond Hull. Ian Hunter recalls an away

by my parents.

game at Wolves:

“Undeterred, I climbed out of my bedroom

“It was half a crown to get in and the bloke

window and ran all the way down Boothferry

on the turnstiles said ‘I’ll let you go over

Road (we lived in Hessle) to the ground. The

the wall, lads, if you give us a bob’, so off we

Former referee Keith Hackett has a vivid

match was terrible – a boring 0-0 draw –

went … He was making a bob here, another

picture in his mind:

and I couldn’t find my friends so spent a

bob there, and then another bob … But he

miserable 90 minutes dreading my return.

could only do it with the Away supporters,

“One of my very early games was a cup tie

from City.”

at Boothferry Park against Manchester

“Needless to say, my parents were relieved

United in November 1974. I was running the

to see me safely home, but very angry. I
was banned from the night game against
Sheffield Utd - our promotion rivals. All my
friends went to this evening game, which
we won 2-1, probably the best match of the
season. A tough lesson.”

line and I remember wondering where the
Back at Boothferry Park, it came as no

crowd was. Then all of a sudden the train

surprise to hear many people remembered

pulled in next to the stand and they all got

its special train service. As Michael Watson

out and cascaded down onto the terracing.

explained, it was a popular way of getting

It was a fantastic image of the game.”

to/from the match:
“There was about eight trains went to

Joan Liversedge also remembers

Boothferry Park in the ‘60s. After the game

Boothferry Park in her teens:

there was always a massive queue. As soon

“It was in the early ‘50s and I was with my
father watching City from Bunker’s Hill

as one train pulled out, another would
follow it.”

when it was announced over the tannoy
that he’d backed the winner of the Grand
National. I remember him dancing for joy

For Alan Harding, the Boothferry Park
train is etched on his memory for a very
different reason:
“We lived at Bilton Grange and got the bus
into the city centre and then the train to the
match. I could never understand why they
got rid of the train service: it was unique.

going down the steps at the back of the
East Stand there was a big shout. I said
we’d scored and should probably go back.

up and down the terracing. I think he won

“There was always an issue about leaving the

He said we were going home. Once on

about £64. I’m not too sure, as I was about

game. If it had effectively finished, my dad

the train we heard another roar. I said we

15 at the time. I also remember being the

always wanted to get the early train and a

should get off the train and watch the last

only girl going through the turnstile

lot of my abiding memories are about that.

few minutes. As the train pulled out of the

labelled BOYS!”

“We were 4-1 down against Sheffield
Wednesday. Dad said that was it, it was

station another shout went up. Now I never
leave a game until it’s full-time.”

freezing and time to go. As we started
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“I climbed out of my bedroom
window and ran all the way …”

Image: City v Man Utd, 1974
Picture courtesy of Trevor Bugg (from personal collection of match day programmes)
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“… a bottle of shandy and
a bag of crisps …”

internet and mobiles, when he had to find

“In the days of film photography we used

a phone to send his match reports:

to have to put the film on the train to the

“City reserves used to play on Wednesday

head office in Leeds and put our captions

afternoons and I was sent to cover them.

in the parcel with it. But the rain was so

The report would appear in the final edition

bad that my notebook was too soggy

of the paper that night.

to write in. I sent the stuff to Leeds and

Ken Mercer’s son Mark also recalled that

I says it’s true, you listen to Sports Report –

Boxing Day match in 1970. City were trailing

because in them days Sports Report come

“I got to know a few of the managers. John

1-4 with about eight minutes to go before

on the radio about 5 o’clock – so they did

Kaye was manager when I started, and

he and his dad would take their routine trip

and … oh the whole coach went mad. There

then there was Bobby Collins, who used

home via the Lord Nelson pub on Endike

was only me that had seen it!”

to hold the press conferences in his little,

“The photocalls always used to be a

windowless office under the West Stand.

nightmare. John Kaye used to keep us

There would be about 12 of us packed in

waiting for an hour and then give us five

and he would get out a whisky bottle and

minutes to take the pictures. We had to line

offer everyone a drink.”

them up and do black and white and colour

Lane. The form was that Mark would sit in
the car with a bottle of shandy and a bag
of crisps while his dad went in the pub for
a pint.
With such a terrible performance, the
game seemingly out of City’s reach and
the weather freezing, Mark’s dad saw the
chance for an early getaway and maybe
two pints, so off they went, thinking nothing
of it until they arrived home. Mark’s mum
said: “Four all eh? What a fantastic game!

That was not the only time Michael brought
good luck. He recalled the FA Cup first
round replay of 26 November 1996:

were about two or three minutes to go.
I said to me wife ‘I’m going to toilet – it
might make them score’ … and when I came
back, they had! So that took us into extra
time, and we won 8-4”.

When the crowds had all left and the last
Michael Watson was there too, but had the
last laugh:

train had returned to Paragon Station, the
ground took on a different atmosphere.
Mike Ackroyd, former sports journalist

Photographer Terry Carrott covered Hull

season. When Brian Horton arrived he knew

City matches for the Yorkshire Post from

exactly what we wanted and how to do it.

the 1970s until 2013. He too remembers the

He had the names typed out for us and it

‘good old’ pre-digital days:

was done and dusted within minutes.”

“The weather was terrible so we took
by the ground staff. It was too wet in
there for them, but we had to cover the
match and it gave us a bit of shelter so we
commandeered it. I was in there with Phil
Dawes from the Hull Daily Mail and the

“I remember we came on the Boddy’s coach

with the Hull Daily Mail, remembers how

from Brid. There were eight minutes to go

some visiting managers refused to use the

and we were 4-1 down, but then drew 4-4.

iron staircase to go to interviews in the

“We were doing OK until two players

Chilton hit the bar at the very last minute.

press box:

collided right in front of us and a wall of

“After the game, I made my way back to the

“Coming down late at night when there was

coach and everybody said ‘where have you

a frost in the air and nobody else around

been?’ I said City drew four all and they all

was quite frightening. It was like being on

laughed and says Get Away.

the sloping deck of an abandoned ship.”
Mike recalls the days long before the
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horrendous conditions.

got it wrong it was wrong for the rest of the

shelter in a third dugout which was used

You must have really enjoyed it”.

of captions and explaining about the

as well as colour slides for BBC TV. If you

“I remember seeing them play against
Whitby Town. They were losing and there

included a note apologising for the absence

club photographer.

water swept into the dugout. We were
absolutely drenched. We had to dry out our
kit and change the batteries.

By a sheer stroke of luck, another journalist,
Rory Squires, found himself as a rookie
reporter interviewing Ken Houghton. They
just happened to be on the same jury
panel, and in between court sessions Rory
chatted to Ken about football:
“I recognised him immediately. He was a
true gent. We discussed all things City,
from his wonder-team of the late 60s, the
stories of Waggy and Chillo, through to the
dark days of the 90s.”

“I’m going to toilet – it might
make them score …”
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“The excitement was palpable, as you
waited with bated breath …”

“I used to buy Sports Mixtures and
sherbet fountains, just to see Billy Bly …”

Waggy and Chillo also came up in this

not together but some distance apart. We

Mike was known as the ‘unofficial leader

We went on to become season pass holders

memory from Chris Cade, who looked

would each point at the ball and then when

of the kop’. Sadly, he died in 2010, but we’re

with our children in the family part of the

back at the days before the internet and

we saw the picture we would draw lines

fortunate to have another great memory

West Stand. We’d have strawberry bonbons

mobiles, when so much depended on the

from our pointing fingers and see where

from him:

from the newsagents off the roundabout

Hull City Score Service:

the lines crossed. We reckoned that would

“If you weren’t at the game, you could dial
211422 during and after a match, and get
the half time or full time score, with a list
of the scorers … If you were in a phone box,

show where the ball was. We never won, but
we got our pictures in the paper quite a lot.
I was in my 40s and Bob was in his early 50s
but we were still acting daft.”

you had to put coins into a slot (I think they
would have been big old pennies prior to
decimal currency in 1971) then dial, number
by number, in a clockwise direction. When
you got through, you pressed Button ‘A’.

Occasionally, acting daft went a bit further,
especially when it came to away games, as
Mike Robertson once told Phil Ascough:
“With the Ipswich match a lot of people

with bated breath for the recording.

didn’t know where we were going or how far

“You could, of course, pick up the recording

it was. We set off after the pubs shut on the

at any point on a loop. The scorers’ list

Friday night and got there at about 4.30am.

of the following names: ‘Houghton, Chilton,
Wagstaff, Butler’. Happy days!”

A popular feature in the Sports Mail days
was the ‘spot the ball’ competition. Brian
Sutton and his mate Bob came up with a
not so bright idea:
“They often took the photograph looking at
that corner of the ground and sometimes
you would see the pair of us standing there,
12

corduroy suit. One half of the jacket was

“We stopped for petrol on the outskirts

near ‘Three Tuns’ and then Bovrils at half
time and bottles of pop for the kids.”

black and the other half was amber, with
the pattern reversed for the trousers. I had
badges for all 92 clubs and used to stand
on the barrier on the South Stand leading

The excitement was palpable, as you waited

could well have included any combination

“A girl I knew made me a black and amber

the kop.
“Years later I was helping to run the youth
club at Wyke School. I used to get people
like Gordon Nesbitt and Gareth Roberts to
come down. We auctioned the suit to raise

Sweets also featured highly in Ian Hunter’s
memories:
“Billy Bly came in the 1980s and he had a
sweet shop on Anlaby Road. When I was a
kid I used to go in the sweet shop and buy
Sports Mixtures and sherbet fountains, just
to see Billy Bly.”

money for the club. It would have been in
the early ‘80s. I think we got about £20 for
it, but I’ve never seen it since and I don’t
know who bought it.”

of Ipswich. There was a huge cartoon

Rob Megginson remembers the days before
Bovril – and a very different ‘dress code’:
“When I used to go as a young lad they used

Tiger that was part of the famous Esso

to wear ties and flat hats. There were no

advertising campaign and we put it in the

Another legendary fan was Richard

facilities or bars. You could go get an Oxo

bus and took it with us.

‘Disco Dick’ Catchpole, who Brian Collins

in them days, before Bovril came along, or

remembers with huge affection:

a pie at a little hut. In the 1960s City used

“We lost 5-4. I have a vague memory of
Ipswich getting three penalties. I remember

“He was the only person I’ve ever met who

being bored stupid by the time we got to

had been to Wembley for the World Cup

the match and I was then amazed that we

final in 1966. It doesn’t get any better than

had to pay to take the tiger in with us! That

that … When I started taking my daughter

put me in a bad mood anyway and I was

regularly to the games, Richard gave in to

incensed that Ipswich got those penalties.”

pestering from his son and began to join us.

to play a 2-3-5 system, with Ian McKechnie
in goal. Everybody used to throw him
oranges, because he’d said in the press
that he liked oranges.”
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“… they boarded up
all the shops near
the ground and
put barricades
on the terraces …”

Shaun also recalled darker times:
“I can remember the violence in the ‘70s
when they boarded up all the shops near

“we’ve watched City in Polish, Italian,
Chinese, Albanian, Romanian & Czech …”

the ground and put barricades on the
terraces. They locked the front doors
at Silver Cod and you had to go round

All this is a far cry from today’s

understood football and could explain the

the back to get in. If you was an Away

technological age, as Brian Collins reflects:

off-side rule! I was 21 at the time, when

supporter, you weren’t getting in there.”

“So far this season we’ve watched City in
Polish, Italian, Chinese, Albanian, Romanian

Shaun Adams used to go to Boothferry

For many, pubs and food were – and

Park with his dad when they lived close to

still are – all part and parcel of going

one of the match pubs:

to the match. Long standing fan Steve

“Me Dad used to take me in Silver Cod
before the game, but obviously I was only

(who preferred not to give his surname)
remembers his South Stand ritual:

and Czech, such is the range of coverage

Robinson was chairman [early 1980s]. I am
the last to be crowned, as they scrapped
the competition the following season.”

on offer in the local pubs.”
Ken Mercer, former amateur player, recalls
Paul Lawrence’s father was born and

training on the pitch at Boothferry Park:

brought up in Ohio. As a social historian

“I used to train three nights a week and then

allowed orange juice. Sometimes we used

“We came into town and had a few lagers

at Hull University, he took his sons to

go home to make dartboards. As amateur

to go in Three Tuns as well, which was

in Cheese or Bass House and sometimes

Boothferry Park for a sociological as much

players, we all had other jobs as well.”

nearer the ground. Me Dad was a big fan of

Punch. Then at the ground you always had

as a sporting experience.

dominoes, so I was used to going in pubs

a Bovril and a pasty or a pie and afterwards

with him. It was all different in them days.”

we went for a few more beers. I used to get
up next morning to watch Goals on Sunday
to see what score it was!”

Paul particularly recalls his Dad’s ‘unalloyed
joy in everything about Waggy and
McKechnie’ and his regularly buying flowers

Ann Thewliss remembers the training
ground for a different reason:

outside Paragon after every home game.

“I’m going back many years. I’d have been

Paul also remembers the embarrassment

about 9 or 10 years old and went to Hall

when their Dad got his book out at half

Road Primary. We went to City’s training

time and started to read!

ground at Boothferry Park with school
and went into a big hall to watch them
train. I was always playing football in the

We wonder, did he understand all the rules?

playground – I used to be a bit of a tomboy

Janice Richmond, former Miss Hull City,

– and I remember going to watch the

could have explained a thing or two:

training game with a bent bone in my arm.”

“After years of crowning any girl that looked
the part, the fans decided to choose
someone who was a season ticket holder
and went to almost every away game,
14

Image: Boothferry Park, South Stand entrance
Picture courtesy of Kate Ogram

but most importantly someone who
15

“We asked what the delay was and he
said they didn’t have any socks”

“So I was a Vice President
and I wasn’t even 10!”

As expected, certain players feature

When it came to tactics, it seems they

Terry Evington has memories of Raich he’s

used to play hockey on roller skates and we

strongly in fans’ memories. Shaun Adams

were not confined to the pitch. Robert

never likely to forget:

used to play cricket against the doors of

told us:

Glenton remembers going in the players’

“Kenneth Wagstaff was my absolute idol. I

lounge on Grand National day:

“My father paid 100 guineas for two seats in
January 1949 and it was in my name. I got

the archway, running across the road for
bowling and fielding. You hardly saw any
cars in those days.

remember there was McKechnie the goalie,

“Billy Whitehurst was injured, so wasn’t

a letter back from Raich Carter thanking

who always had oranges at half time, and

playing. I was with a friend from Doncaster.

me for my ‘very generous donation to the

“I remember the stitching started coming

DeVries, and Lord.”

We walked in and saw the race on the TV.

VP building fund.’ So I was a Vice President

undone and that was the end of it. It was

My mate said a certain horse would win.

and I wasn’t even 10! I don’t know how I

probably thrown out. I think back at what

Billy offered him 10-1 that it wouldn’t and

managed to keep the letter.”

our parents must have thrown away in

Not everyone was as clued up though,

my mate gave him a fiver. It was the replay

as Brian Collins recalled:

… Billy took the money.”

Terry stopped going when he was about
13, because he felt he was too old for

“There was a guy sitting three rows up from

it by then. However, the story did not

me who’d never been before. He turned to

stop there …

his mate and suggested, in all seriousness,
that the ballboy who was still on the pitch
should move, because it was nearly time to
kick off. The reply came back that it wasn’t a
ball boy – it was Gary Bradshaw.”

Still strong in many memories and talked of
almost with reverence is Raich Carter. For
Gil Parkinson, Raich was ‘the most famous
person I had ever seen’. He told us:
“When Raich Carter signed, everyone was
talking about the genius who was to take
Hull City by storm. He appeared to control

Photographer Terry Carrott remembered

everything on the park, including the ref.

when Mark Hateley was manager:

One of the most magical moments of

“The players were running round the edge
of the pitch. We asked what the delay was
and he said they didn’t have any socks.
Then they couldn’t find the goalie’s shirt.
Some of the photographers had come up
from London and weren’t very happy!”

my young life was when I and two friends
walked into Boothferry Park to watch City
in pre-season training, when the great man
came over to us and chatted for quite a
while about football and the importance
of teamwork and dedication to your
chosen career.”

“I got one of Carter’s early shirts and I got
the ball from the first match. The club
gave it to me about a week after. In 1946
I had never seen a banana or any fruit.
Everything was rationed and you certainly
couldn’t buy a football. We were living down
St George’s Road at that time. My mother
had a general grocery shop. We had a big
house at the Hessle Road end. Some of
the houses had gardens but we had a
concrete area …

those days – things that would be worth
a fortune now. My wife says I’m a hoarder
and maybe I am, but I wish I had kept that
ball and never kicked it about.”

This was not the only act of generosity that
came up. Janice Richmond recalls one cold
winter’s night travelling home from an away
match:
“Brian Marwood used to work with me in
my father’s bookies to get extra money
when he was rising through the ranks. One
night, when our coach broke down at the
Services, I flagged down the team bus and
we all jumped on with the players!”

“I didn’t know anyone else who had a
football so we played with the one from the
first match. If I remember rightly the ball
didn’t do very well because we were playing
on concrete. It soon started wearing out.
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There were five or six of us playing. We also
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“It was a Saturday night fixture, so the
whole thing began the day before …”
There was another compartment filled with

Then they played football on the beach

“The last time we played Ferriby on a

containers of food.

and lazed around in the sun until the pubs

Saturday we had breakfast in Littlewoods

opened … and drank until closing time at

and then went to Magna in the city centre.

3.00pm. Time for a sleep on the beach until

The floor was really sticky – you could stand

they opened again and then, after fish and

at 45 degrees without falling over.

yourselves?’ We were ravenous. We didn’t

result: ‘Cardiff 0, Wagstaff 4.’

Eventually, the match came round. They

and then got the train to Ferriby where

arrived at Plainmoor about 6.45 that

we met everyone else in the Royal British

feasted on chicken soup and sandwiches.”

evening. All City’s fans – about a thousand

Legion club. We watched the game, went

of them – were on the open terrace behind

back to the club and then got a train back to

a goal, with Rob and the rest chanting

Hull. Then we had a walk to the pubs down

Rob Logan remembers 29 August 1981

‘Simon Gray’s red and white jacket.’ It was

Princes Avenue before getting a cab home.

and the long haul to City’s first ever game in

such a beautiful night there was no need

the bottom division – all the way down

for floodlights. Then things went downhill:

It was a Saturday night fixture, so the whole

and we never looked liked winning. We were

back in less time!”

thing began the day before, with about

losing 1-2 when City got a penalty with

50 City fans drinking in the Shire Horse

about 10 minutes left. ‘Thank God for that,’

until closing time, which in those days was

we thought, ‘we’ve come all this way but at

Sometimes, dedication to City even creeps

10.30pm. Then they piled onto their Simon

least we’ll get a point.’ Then Horswill blasted

into the most special occasions, as it did for

Gray coach in Albion Street, with Simon

it high and wide. We lost.”

Gil Parkinson:

They left Torquay after the match and at

“On my wedding day, I explained to my

long last pulled into Hull about 6.00 the

wife that I had to leave the proceedings

wearing his famous red and white jacket.
the next morning.
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an away game it couldn’t have been any
nearer. We could have walked there and

with long corridors and compartments. On

compartment, watching them. Waggy,

“We were out for about 12 hours and as

“It was a rude awakening – crap football

They finally arrived in Torquay about 6.30

the team were and we stayed outside their

“From there we went on to the Hull Cheese

we’d probably had a pie in the ground, so we

“More than one train had gone from Hull, all
the way home, we arrived at the area where

chips, back on the beer.

have much money, we’d been away all day,

to Torquay.

and the club sent him a telegram with the

anything, but there was certainly no
closer to home:

left in there, why don’t you go and help

“Harold Needler was away on the QEII

abject disappointment.”

coble. Rob can’t remember if they caught

and taking it back to Hull.

Waggy said to us: ‘There’s a load of food

‘phenomenal’ game against Cardiff:

– about 30 fans crammed into a fishing

Brian Collins recalls an away game much

“The players got off at Doncaster and

this time on a train returning from a

how long it took: “the feeling was one of

question of leaving it on the coach all day
Chillo and McKechnie were playing cards.

Robert Glenton had a similar memory,

the morning by going out on a fishing trip

following morning. Unlike the trip down,

to watch City play Watford at Boothferry

First stop was a ‘greasy spoon’ for breakfast.

there was nothing memorable about the

Park. City won 2-1, Chilton and Crickmore

It was a beautiful day and, as the pubs

journey back, said Rob, other than

scoring. It was the happiest day of my life!”

wouldn’t be opening until 11.00, they passed

Image: ‘Waggy Waggy Waggy!’
Picture courtesy of Terry Carrott, Yorkshire Post

“On my wedding day, I explained that
I had to leave to watch City play …”
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“It’s my expression of belonging;
my roots in the City.”

“ …they was walking around with
a bucket to keep the Club going …”

Home or away, win or lose, there’s no

feeling the need to call the old City

Like Nejilsen and countless others, Shaun

denying the passion that came through

scoreline service from a French phone box

Adams had happy memories of the

people’s memories. David Burnby summed

at precisely 5pm every Saturday during

atmosphere on the terraces:

up the feelings expressed by many of the

my year abroad was a sure sign I was never

fans we spoke to:

going to escape the Tigers’ clutches.

“Hull is my home town and Hull City is my

“Anyway, the rest is history and my younger

singing. Me and me Dad used to be in the

local club. It’s my expression of belonging;

daughter had her KC pass in the April of

terraces in the stand at the far end, where

my roots in the City; an almost tribal

2004 before she was born in the August, as

the nucleus was. I used to get a massive

expression of being part of a community.

there was only one spare seat on our row in

buzz off all the singing. We used to drink

the South Stand! The circle of life …”

hot coffee and tea in plastic cups at half

It’s the excuse to get together with good
friends over a pint or two; the eager prematch anticipation of a ‘winnable fixture’;
the post-match autopsy of three points
squandered; the occasional elation of
a good victory and the resignation
of a disappointing defeat.”

And for many that feeling of belonging
is always there somewhere. Kate Ogram

for 18 years:
“You might have thought I’d avoid the
usual curse throughout all those years I
didn’t live here, but no! Despite managing
various hotels/restaurants up and down
the country, which precluded Saturday
football, then having our elder daughter,
I was as foolishly keen when I returned as
when I left. In fact, probably keener as I felt

sixpence or something. I used to go to all
Nejilsen Fernie shared his memories of

the home games with me Dad. He knew a

that transition from Boothferry Park to

guy on the turnstiles …”

KC stadium:
“I first started going many moons ago
when they were in Division 3 at Boothferry
Park. Then they was walking around with
a bucket to keep the Club going and I put
into it. A lot of people put into that bucket,
especially the core fans.

like I desperately needed to make up for all

“The atmosphere at Boothferry Park was

that lost time.

a lot better than at the KCom, because

“I was straight back onto Bunkers, managed
to take in our first play-off trauma and then
bought my pass for the final Boothferry
Park season. I should have known that

Park. We all stood and everybody was

time from a little tea stand. I think it was like

‘caught the bug as a teenager on the
Kempton’ and then lived away from the city

“The atmosphere was great at Boothferry

you all stood up. We all stood in the South
Stand then we got moved to the Kempton.
It was a chance for the lads to get together.”

Nearly everyone who remembered
Boothferry Park talked about the great
atmosphere, although some, like Mark Sugden,
preferred the atmosphere at the KC:
“I’ve always preferred the new ground.
It’s roofed all the way round, so what
atmosphere there is, it’s held in, so it’s
not dissipated by the open air. At the
old ground, I always felt you had to have
a really big match there for it to be any
atmosphere. It was alright in the East
Stand, because it had a low roof and that’s
where most of the singing was, but if you
were in another part of the ground you
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Image: Kempton, Boothferry Park
Picture courtesy of David Burnby

Image: Bunkers Hill, Boothferry Park
Picture courtesy of David Burnby

didn’t hear it that well.”
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“I was gutted,
absolutely gutted.”

“ …we ended up missing most of the
first half going out to the toilet …”
way up in the South Stand at Boothferry

seats: best to go straight to the ground

Park one freezing cold Tuesday night

from home, we decided.”

watching a lack lustre draw with Wigan
Athletic in the third division. There can’t
have been more than 4,000 in the ground
and the northerly wind was howling into the
stand and chilling us to the bone.”

In 2008, ‘Disco Dick’ came up with an idea
that Brian still remembers with a smile:
“We were promoted via the Play Off Final
at Wembley. Richard hit on a money-making
scheme to design and have printed a Hull

When it came to Boothferry Park’s demise,

“I first saw the KC in the league game

one ardent supporter summed up very

against Hartlepool in December 2002 from

simply the memory shared with so many

the West Stand. From the first moment I

other fans:

saw the ground I loved it, it was amazing

“The last game at Boothferry Park was just
unreal. Everyone ran to the tunnel. Peter

“I have to say, as much as I loved Boothferry
Park – toilets aside – and will always think
back with fond memories of the old place,
I don’t actually miss it. I can now get to the

Not everyone mourned its loss, however.

toilet and back in two minutes as opposed

Among them was Ruth Sampson, who

to it taking up all of half time!”

regularly trained at City’s gym when she

woven on. His sales pitch would not have
impressed Lord Sugar. He offloaded only
two – and one was to himself. He wouldn’t
have sold two if I hadn’t bought the
other one!”
Brian Collins (right) recalled how he and
Richard ‘Disco Dick’ Catchpole moved
on to the KC:
“The kids had found better things to do, so
there was just us and a few male friends

played for Hull City Ladies in the 1990s:
David Burnby will always remember that
surreal transition from Boothferry Park:

the toilets were awful and there would

“I remember the first season in the KC

be patches of water on the gym floor

Stadium and having to pinch myself that

where the roof had leaked and they never

I was there supporting my local club. Ten

bothered to repair it!

years earlier I have a recollection of sitting
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these were not transfers; the pattern was

our new ground.

gutted, absolutely gutted.”

football team’s gym. It was rundown,

fortune to have the plate made up, as

and very surreal. I couldn’t believe this was

Taylor came out and did a speech … I was

“It was a disgrace to call it a professional

City ‘Tigers on Tour’ polo shirt. It cost a

Image: “Absolutely gutted”
Picture courtesy of Terry Carrott, Yorkshire Post

in the West Stand. We’d go into a pub on
Anlaby Road, meet the others, have our
four pints and go to the game.
This behaviour could not be sustained, as
we ended up missing most of the first half
going out to the toilet or nodding off in our

Image: Brian Collins with Richard ‘Disco Dick’
Catchpole. Picture courtesy of Brian Collins

Image: ‘Mauled by the Tigers!’
Picture courtesy of Brian Collins
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“When Deano scored that unbelievable
goal I thought I’d died and gone to heaven.”

“We just say we’re going
for our lucky chips.”

Of course, like Ruth Sampson, so many

Although times have moved on since the

fans recalled that day in 2008:

days of Bovril and Boothferry Park trains,
many fans told us how food, drink and the

“The walk to Wembley and that first walk

route to the stadium still formed part of

into the ground from the concourse, seeing

the ritual. Brian Collins recalled Richard

the magnificent stadium coupled with the

Catchpole telling him:

sea of black and amber was just breathtaking: part of me thinks I may as well pack

“Me and my friend Clare always have chips

up now because it could never be as good

from the shop on the way to the stadium

as that again, I’m sure. When Deano scored

before each home game. We eat them on

that unbelievable goal I thought I’d died and

Still celebrating, people were soon talking

the way and always put our wrappers in the

gone to heaven.

about the striking new bus they spotted

last bin on the right as you walk through

everywhere. Peter Shipp, CEO of East

West Park. We started it when City went on

Yorkshire Motor Services, explained how it

a good winning run in the Championship

came about:

promotion season and we continue to do it

“There was this one bloke sat near us who
was telling people to sit down near the end
of the game because he’d paid for a seat
so he wanted to sit in it and see. We were
minutes away from securing our first ever
place in the top flight of English football
and he was telling people to sit down! He’d
probably not been to City all season!”

in the hope that City will keep on winning.
“When we got over the shock of the match
a bus in Hull City’s colours. The club said it
would be OK so we went ahead. We had to

Ruth Sampson’s pre-match habit is the

Andy Medcalf was jointly responsible for

do it quickly to get the best effect. We got

fanzine. She has always bought one,

creating Hull, Hell & Happiness, which was

some designs sorted out and then got it

whether it was Look Back in Amber, City

the first Hull City fanzine and one of the

painted in amber with some black vinyl over

Independent, or Hull, Hell & Happiness:

first dozen or so in the UK. He explained

the top. It was all done locally. It operates all
over the city but we try and use it on match
days for things like the park and ride.”
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Image: “We’re going up!” Picture courtesy
of Terry Carrott, Yorkshire Post

We just say we’re going for our lucky chips.”

in May, my son David suggested painting

Image: Tigers Bus
Picture courtesy of East Yorkshire Motor Services

how it came about:
“I much prefer them to the programmes
which I religiously used to buy in my younger

“It was 1988 and right in the middle of the

days. I don’t always agree with everyone’s

Madchester/Acid House era. We were

opinion, but I like the debate, the frankness

convinced that Hull was waaaay cooler

and humour that the fanzine contains

than that dreary Lancashire village, and

compared to its glossy counterpart.”

we were young and naïve enough to say

Image: Hull, Hell & Happiness
Picture courtesy of Andy Medcalf
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“I’ve been watching City for years and
can even explain the offside rule!”

“When he got to the flag he shouted
back to us ‘There’s lurds left’ …”

it. We’d seen one or two football fanzines

are fanzines.’ She wasn’t happy …

Richard said he didn’t feel too well, so went

goody jar, identical to the one we used to

cropping up around the country and one

“I said ‘I know, I want a fanzine!’ and he said

to sit down in the ground whilst I remained

buy our strawberry bonbons from on the

of us being a decent writer, having access

something about a few people thinking

on the concourse.

way to Boothferry Park. “

to desktop publishing and photocopying

he’s a programme seller. I bought one

facilities, plus a desire to have our say on

and muttered ‘I’ve been watching City for

“When he hadn’t returned after twenty

John explained the ashes could not go on

our two passions (our football team and the

years and buying fanzines!’ I’m surprised

minutes I went to look for him, only to be

the pitch, so had to go along the touch

blossoming local music scene), we decided

he didn’t start talking to me about what a

told by the St John’s Ambulance guys that

line. He duly opened the jar and moved

to have a go. How hard could it be?

fanzine was or what a football match was!

they’d taken him to the medical area as

backwards from the halfway line towards

he was complaining of chest pains. I went

the corner flag in a ‘Shake & Vac’ motion.

to see him and he was fine, sat up in bed

When he got to the flag he shouted back

wired up to a machine. He was talking

to us ‘There’s lurds left’ and repeated the

away, whilst I was telling him how selfish he

movement back towards us. Richard would

was as I’d missed the first twenty minutes

have found this hilarious.”

“In a season where City were struggling
to pull in 5,000 we chose a ‘big’ game
to test the water for the first issue –
Arsenal at home in the League Cup – and
Wednesday 28th September 1988 saw the
birth of Hull, Hell & Happiness.
“We really weren’t sure what to expect,
but the 200 or so copies stuffed inside our
Jackson’s carrier bags quickly sold during
half-time for the princely sum of ten bob,
and this provided the enthusiasm we
needed to ramp up operations for issue 2.

It’s just the thought that someone thought
I was a ‘fan’ who had just started coming
because we are in the Premier League
that really bothered me. And yeah the
fact that I am female probably led him to
believe that, which also annoys me. I feel I
should walk around with a sign saying ‘I’ve
been watching City for years and can even
explain the offside rule!’ I went on about it
all game, much to my brother’s annoyance,
but I mean, the insult, the cheek!”
Like we said, passions run high …

But humour always remains. Even looking
back on a very sad day in 2009, Brian Collins

Ruth always buys her City Independent on
the way in to games and will never forget
the day she approached with her money
at the ready as usual, to be told: ‘We’re not
selling programmes you know, you want to
be just outside the ground for that, these
26

still remembers joking with his great friend
Richard Catchpole:
“It was 27th December, City at home to

After Richard ‘Disco Dick’ Catchpole died

Sadly, Richard suffered a heart attack and

during the match against Manchester

died on the way to Castle Hill Hospital.

United, friends remembered him by paying

Brian told us:

for plaques to be displayed on the wall

“Richard’s funeral was standing room
only at Hull Crematorium with family and
friends from all over, including Burnsy and
other football fans who grace the Radio

At our peak we were shifting nearly 2,000
per issue.”

because of him.”

Humberside airwaves. Richard’s wife Sue

alongside the many other tributes to City
fans over the years. These were placed in
the area of the concourse where Richard
and his friends used to stand before taking
their seats. They call it Catchpole’s Corner.

had rung the Club to ask if his ashes could
be spread at the ground. They were happy
to facilitate this and it took place a few
weeks later, attended by a small group of
family and close friends.

Manchester United. It was freezing cold

“The Head Groundsman, John Cooper, was

and a late Sunday afternoon kick off, so

given Richard’s ashes, which were in a big

Richard and I went for some lunch on
Princes Avenue. When we got to the ground

Image: Catchpole’s Corner
Picture courtesy of Brian Collins
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“ … you do realise people will think she’s
called after Hull City?”

Watford winning – if Watford had won,

down to Wembley again for a third City

that would’ve been it. So, fifteen nerve-

Premier League promotion and we

wracking minutes of standing around, then

recreated the photograph we’d taken eight

we found out that Leeds had done us a

years earlier.”

favour and we’d been promoted again.
Our own Phil Ascough, who helped gather

“Amber pays better attention than my son

so many of these stories, also remembers

Matthew did when we used to take him.

‘Disco Dick’ Catchpole with huge affection.

Matthew’s into lighting, he’s into technology

An avid fan, who has been watching Hull

and he had a season pass for a couple of years

City since 1980, Phil has known many such

at the KC stadium, but he just used to spend

great legends over the years, both on and

most of his time looking at the floodlights

off the pitch … and now there’s another big

and telling me how many didn’t work.

fan in the family:

“We took one of his friends once. They can’t

“Our Amber was born on the day the KC

very first time. Just five years old and her

stadium was opened – 18 December 2002

first match was at Wembley … so that was

– and they had a friendly at home against

quite a good debut.

Sunderland for something called the Raich
Carter Trophy. Amber was born in the
early hours that morning and as I left the
hospital she didn’t have a name.

don’t like – you don’t do it at the opera, so

was that she had a long flowing skirt with

why would you do it at football? Bit by bit,

black and amber balloons tied to it – there

he just drifted away from it. He doesn’t like
the floodlights.

Jayne said ‘why don’t we call her Amber?’

them off so she could get on the tube train,

I said ‘Yes, that’s a great name … but you

because it was packed and they were going

do realise people will think she’s called

to burst! But she looked a proper picture.

a season pass at the moment.

good days. As the song goes, “Silverware,
we don’t care!” That’s why we’d always
much rather be Hull City than Arsenal.”

She plays rugby, netball, and she’s played
a bit of football but not vast amounts.

“She was there for the second time they

She enjoys the pub beforehand with the

gained promotion, which was by finishing

lads – they make a fuss of her and she can

second in the Championship, a very

get a good hot chocolate. We see a lot of

emotional day at the KC stadium when

her teachers there as well, which is quite

Leeds and Watford’s match was running

entertaining, and then when we go to

about 15 minutes later than City’s. So City

Parents’ Evening the first few minutes are

the Play Off Final in 2008 when City were

got a draw against Cardiff and then we had

always taken up talking about football.

promoted to the Premier League for the

to wait and see if Leeds could stop

“On my birthday, in May 2016, we went

Image: Playing Cardiff 2013 – a nail-biting day!
Picture courtesy of Phil Ascough

you can’t fully appreciate the delight of the

“But Amber’s stayed with it. She enjoys it.

“The very first match she went to was
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bad days of relegation and administration

back of the seats in front, which people

“The big thing I remember about that day

football: he’s got no time for it, not even

Amber. She became a big City fan. She’s got

it easy, but unless you’ve lived through the

throwing sweets at people and kicking the

balloons – and we had to take some of

everything’s Hull City!’ But she’s called

to Hull. It’s not cheap and City rarely make

old at the time and they were fidgeting,

must’ve been about a dozen of these

She said ‘It’s nothing to do with them –

and my 37th watching City since moving

have been more than about seven years

“Later in the day, when I went back, my wife

after Hull City?’ Jayne was not impressed.

“I’m in my 50th season watching football

Image: Phil Ascough and daughter Amber, pictured in 2008 and 2016
Picture courtesy of Phil Ascough
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